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Abstract

I provide an alternative characterization of a “standard of rotation” in the context of classical
spacetime structure that does not refer to any covariant derivative operator.
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Following recent work by Simon Saunders (2013) and Eleanor Knox (2014), a flurry of

recent papers have addressed the question of how to understand the geometry presupposed

by Newtonian gravitational theory, particularly in light of Corollary VI to the Laws of Motion

in Newton’s Principia (Weatherall, 2016c; Wallace, 2016a, 2017; Teh, 2017; Dewar, 2017).1

At issue has been the relationship between (1) Saunders’ proposal that one can (and should)

take the “correct” geometry for Newtonian gravitational theory to be that of what Earman

(1989) called “Maxwellian spacetime”, and which more recently has been called “Newton-

Huygens spacetime” (Saunders, 2013) or “Maxwell-Huygens spacetime” (Weatherall, 2016c),

and (2) Knox’s proposal that Corollary VI should motivate a move to geometrized Newtonian

gravitation (i.e., Newton-Cartan theory).

One (somewhat tangential) thread of this discussion has concerned how to best charac-

terize Maxwellian spacetime, which is supposed to be endowed with spatial and temporal

metric structure and with a standard of rotation for smooth vector fields, but which is not

Email address: weatherj@uci.edu (James Owen Weatherall)
1Of course, there is an older literature addressing closely related issues concerning Corollary VI—see, in

particular, Stein (1967, 1977) and DiSalle (2008). There is also a literature on the closely related question of
how to understand the relationship between “ordinary” Newtonian gravitation and “geometrized” Newtonian
gravitation, also known as Newton-Cartan theory: see, for instance, Glymour (1980), Knox (2011), and
Weatherall (2016a).
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supposed to pick out a preferred class of inertial trajectories—i.e., Maxwellian spacetime car-

ries something less than a full affine structure. When Earman (1989) introduced Maxwellian

spacetime, he defined it using an equivalence class of covariant derivative operators all agree-

ing on which smooth timelike vector fields are non-rotating;2 Weatherall (2016c) adopted

the same definition. But one might worry that this approach is problematic. The worries

are that (a) defining Maxwellian spacetime by taking an equivalence class of derivative op-

erators makes reference to structure that one does not attribute to spacetime; and (b) that

there is a more direct “Kleinian” characterization of the intended structure that, one might

think, captures the intrinsic geometry more effectively than introducing more structure than

one wants and then equivocating.3 More generally, Wallace (2016b) has suggested that the

example of Maxwellian spacetime, defined using an equivalence class of derivative opera-

tors, shows that coordinate-free methods are not an intuitive way of characterizing certain

spatiotemporal structures.

I do not want to argue about the relative merits of different ways of characterizing ge-

ometry. But it does seem to me that in the discussions just described, some weight has

been placed on a particular presentational choice, originating with Earman but repeated

by several others, even though other, perhaps more attractive, choices are available. In

particular, one can characterize a “standard of rotation” in just the sense that Earman and

others discuss, in a fully covariant, coordinate-free manner, without ever introducing covari-

ant derivative operators and with no equivalence classes in sight.4 This structure permits

an alternative characterization of Maxwellian spacetime that avoids the worries mentioned

2Here and in what follows, we consider only torsion-free derivative operators.
3There is an issue, here, which is that alternative approaches all begin with a coordinate system, and then

introduce a class of coordinate transformations that leave some structure invariant—a strategy that I under-
stand as introducing extra structure—the coordinate system—and then removing it by taking equivalence
classes. But I will not address this point in what follows.

4One might ask: could one do a similar thing in the case of a nondegenerate metric? (Or, put more
baldly, why is this not a standard notion already?) The answer is “yes”, but it is trivial, since every pseudo-
Riemannian metric is compatible with a unique torsion-free derivative operator, and so one automatically
gets more than a standard of rotation from the metric alone.
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above; it should be of interest irrespective of one’s preferences concerning transformation-

based and coordinate-free methods, insofar as it provides an intrinsic characterization of the

relevant structure. My purpose in this short note is to show how this works.5 Along the

way, I make some remarks about spatial geometry in classical spacetime structures that may

be of independent interest.

In what follows, let M be a smooth four-manifold.6 A temporal metric on M is a closed,

non-vanishing one-form ta; a spatial metric on M is a smooth, symmetric tensor field hab,

which admits, at each point, a collection of four vectors
i
σa, for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, such that

hab
i
σa

j
σb = 1 if i = j = 1, 2, 3 and 0 otherwise. A temporal metric ta and spatial metric

hab are compatible if habta = 0.7 In what follows, we will limit attention to spatial metrics

that are compatible with some temporal metric (or other). We will say that a covariant

derivative operator ∇ on M is compatible with temporal and spatial metrics ta and hab if

∇atb = 0 and ∇ah
bc = 0.

Fix a spatial metric hab on M . We will say that a vector ξa at a point p in M is timelike

if there exists a non-vanishing covector τa such that habτb = 0 and ξaτa 6= 0; otherwise it

is spacelike.8 It follows immediately that, at any point p, the spacelike vectors at p form a

three dimensional subspace SpM of the tangent space at p, TpM . Given a temporal metric

ta, a timelike vector ξa will be called unit if |ξata| = 1.

Let us now introduce the following notation.9 Instead of using the usual Latin indices, we

5 Of course, this alternative formulation of Maxwellian spacetime only draws more attention to the
question of whether this structure is sufficient to formulate Newtonian gravitational theory. One would like
to find a coordinate-free presentation of the theory that makes use of precisely Maxwellian spacetime, as
characterized here, and nothing else—a version, say, of Neil Dewar’s “Maxwell gravitation” expressed using
only a standard of rotation, (Dewar, 2017). I do not attempt that here, though see footnote 20 and the
surrounding discussion for a first step in that direction.

6We assume all of the manifolds we consider are connected, paracompact, and Hausdorff.
7For a discussion of these notions, including an account of why the term “metric” is appropriate in each

case, see Malament (2012, §4.1).
8Observe that we have defined our notion of timelike and spacelike in a way that does not refer to a

temporal metric.
9This sort of “mixed index” notation is a generalization of the abstract index notation; it is described in

more detail in, for instance, Weatherall (2016b); see also Geroch (1996).
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will write, for spacelike vectors and vector fields, underlined Latin indices, so that a spacelike

vector ξ will be written ξa. Likewise, given a linear functional λ acting on spacelike vectors,

we will write λa. Finally, we can consider tensor fields with (some) underlined indices, as

in λabcd: in such cases, an underlined index appearing in a contravariant (raised) position

indicates that, for any covector τa, if habτb = 0, then τa, contracted with that index, yields

zero; meanwhile an underlined index appearing in a covariant (lowered) position indicates

that the relevant action is restricted to spacelike vectors (i.e., it is not defined for timelike

vectors). Note that we may always freely remove the lines under contravariant indices, since

every spacelike vector at a point is in particular a vector at that point; and we may freely

add lines under any covariant (lowered) indices, since every linear functional on tangent

vectors at a point may be restricted to spacelike vectors at that point. Hence, we may write

hab as hab and, for any temporal metric ta, we have ta = 0. But we cannot generally add

lines under contravariant indices, since not all tangent vectors are spacelike, and we cannot

remove them from covariant indices, since linear functionals on spacelike vectors will not

have unique extensions to all tangent vectors. We will call underlined indices spatial indices.

Given the structure defined so far, one can make sense of a spatial derivative operator D

on M , which gives a standard for differentiation of smooth fields with (only) spatial indices

in spacelike directions. I make this idea precise below, but the details are not essential for

stating the main claim. The basic fact about spatial derivative operators that matters for

what follows, proved in Prop. 2 below, is that given a spatial metric hab, there exists a

unique spatial derivative operator D with the property that Dah
bc = 0. Thus the structure

already defined determines a unique spatial derivative operator, in much the same way that

a pseudo-Riemannian metric determines a unique derivative operator.10

10Note the difference from the presentation in Malament (2012, §4.1): he defines a spatial derivative
operator, but does so only relative to (1) a specific temporal metric ta and (2) a unit timelike vector field
ξa; moreover, the spatial derivative operator he defines acts, in principle, on arbitrary smooth tensor fields
on M . There is nothing wrong with this, of course, and I make use of the same construction in the Proof
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We can now make the central point. Fix a temporal metric ta in addition to hab. A

standard of rotation compatible with ta and hab is a map � from pairs (x, ξa), where ξa is

a smooth vector field on M and x is an index distinct from a, to smooth, antisymmetric

tensor fields �xξa = �[xξa] on M , satisfying the following conditions:

1. Given any two smooth vector fields ξa and ηa, �n(ξa + ηa) = �nξa + �nηa;

2. Given any smooth vector field ξa and any smooth scalar field α, �n(αξa) = α�nξa +

ξ[adn]α;11

3. Given any smooth vector field ξa, if da(ξ
ntn) = 0, then �nξa is spacelike in both

indices;

4. Given any smooth spacelike vector field σa, �nσa = D[nσa]; and

5. Given any smooth vector field ξa, δam�nξm = �n(δamξ
m).

We then have the following proposition characterizing standards of rotation.

Proposition 1. Let M be a smooth, connected, paracompact, Hausdorff four-manifold, and

let ta and hab be temporal and spatial metrics on M , respectively.12 Then the following hold.

(1) Given any covariant derivative operator ∇ on M compatible with ta and hab, there

exists a unique standard of rotation � on M , also compatible with ta and hab, such

that for any smooth vector field ξa, �nξa = ∇[nξa](:= hm[n∇mξ
a]);

of Prop. 2. But it perhaps obscures the sense in which we get a unique spatial derivative operator from
the spatial geometry alone, and given the purpose of the present note, it seems judicious to avoid any
appearances of invoking structure beyond what is strictly needed.

11The operator d is the exterior derivative. Here and throughout, we raise indices on derivative operators
with the spatial metric hab, i.e., dnα = hmndnα.

12This result can be extended to other dimensions, but it is not clear that the extra generality is of any
interest.
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(2) Given any standard of rotation � on M compatible with ta and hab, there exists a

covariant derivative operator on M , also compatible with ta and hab, such that for any

smooth vector field ξa, �nξa = ∇[nξa].

(3) Given a standard of rotation � on M compatible with ta and hab, if (a) hab is flat, in

the sense that D[cDd]σ
a = 0 for all spacelike vector fields σa; and (b) there exists a unit

timelike vector field ηa such that (i) �nηa = 0 and (ii) Lηhab = 0, then ∇ in (2) can

be chosen to be flat; conversely, if there exists a flat derivative operator ∇ compatible

with ta and hab, then hab is flat and its induced standard of rotation in the sense of (1)

satisfies (b), at least locally.

(4) Two derivative operators ∇ and ∇′, both compatible with ta and hab, determine the

same standard of rotation in the sense of (1) iff ∇ = (∇′, σatbtc) for some spacelike

vector field σa. In particular, if the standard of rotation so-determined admits of

any non-rotating unit timelike vector fields, ξa, this condition holds iff ∇[aξb] = 0 ⇔

∇′[aξb] = 0.

Proof. To establish (1), it is sufficient to show that if ∇ is compatible with ta and hab, then

� : (ξa, x) 7→ ∇[nξa] satisfies the five conditions above. (Uniqueness is immediate, since this

definition determines the action of � on all smooth vector fields.) The first, second, and fifth

are immediate consequences of the properties of derivative operators. For the third, observe

that since ∇ is compatible with ta, given any smooth vector field ξa satisfying da(ξ
ntn) = 0,

we have 0 = ∇a(ξ
ntn) = tn∇aξ

n. Hence tn(hm[n∇mξ
a]) = −tn(hm[a∇mξ

n]) = 0, and so∇[nξa]

is spacelike in both indices. Finally, for the fourth, let ηa be a unit timelike vector field and let

ĥab be the spatial projector relative to ηa, i.e., the unique symmetric field such that ĥabη
b = 0

and habĥbc = δac − ηatc.. (Unit timelike vector fields always exist. For instance, choose any

Riemannian metric gab on M and let ηa = kgabtb, where k is chosen so that ηata = 1.) Now

observe that, as established in the proof of Prop. 2 below, for any smooth spacelike vector
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field σa, Dnσ
a = ĥnmĥ

a
x∇mσx, where ĥab is the spatial projection field determined by any

smooth, unit timelike vector field ηa. Hence hm[nDmσ
a] = hm[nĥmyĥ

a]
x∇yσx = hm[n∇mσ

a].

To establish (2), we first show that there always exists a covariant derivative operator

compatible with ta and hab. Again, let ηa be a unit timelike vector field. Now let ∇′ be

an arbitrary derivative operator. (Again, such exist, by paracompactness.) From here we

proceed in two steps. First, we define a new derivative operator ∇̃ = (∇′,−ηa∇′btc), which

satisfies ∇̃atb = 0.13 (Observe that since ta is closed, ∇btc = ∇(btc), and so −ηa∇btc has the

appropriate symmetry properties.) We now define a third derivative operator ∇ = (∇̃, Ca
bc),

where

Ca
bc = −1

2

[
har∇̃rh

mn − hnr∇̃rh
am − hmr∇̃rh

na
]
ĥbmĥcn − t(bĥc)nηr∇̃rh

an,

which one can show is compatible with ta and hab.

Finally, let � be any standard of rotation, and define ∇ = (∇̃, 2hant(bκc)n), where κab =

ĥn[aĥb]m (∇mηn −�mηn). This final derivative operator, ∇, is compatible with ta and hab;

we claim that it is also such that for any smooth vector field ξa, ∇[nξa] = �nξa. To see

this, first observe that, by construction, �nηa = ∇[nηa]. (Here we use the fact that �aξa

is spatial in both indices to ensure that the action of ĥab on either index is invertible.)

Now fix any smooth vector field ξa and observe that it may be written as ξa = αηa + σa,

where σa is spacelike and α is some smooth scalar field (possibly vanishing). Then �nξa =

α�nηa + η[adn]α +Dnσa] = ∇[nξa], as desired.

We now establish (3). Let � on M be compatible with ta and hab, and suppose conditions

(a) and (b) are satisfied. Since hab is flat, any derivative operator compatible with it is

spatially flat, in the sense that Rabcd = hbnhcmhdoRa
bcd = 0. It follows that if∇ is compatible

13Here we use the fact that the action of any (torsion-free) derivative operator on arbitrary fields may be
expressed using any other derivative operator and a smooth field Ca

bc, symmetric in b and c. For details,
see Malament (2012, §1.7).
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with hab, and if there exists a unit timelike vector ηa such that ∇aη
b = 0, then ∇ is flat

(Malament, 2012, Prop. 4.2.4). So let ηa be a unit timelike vector such that �nξa = 0

and Lηhab = 0, and let ∇̃ be a derivative operator compatible with ta and hab whose

standard of rotation agrees with �. Then define ∇ = (∇̃, tbtcηn∇̃nη
a). This derivative

operator is compatible with ta and hab; moreover one can confirm that its standard of

rotation agrees with ∇̃ (and hence �). It follows from the first of these facts that Lηhab =

ηn∇nh
ab − han∇nη

b − hnb∇nη
a = −2∇(aηb) = 0; and from the second, it follows that

∇[aηb] = 0. Thus ∇aηb = 0. But we also have, by construction, ηn∇nη
a = 0, and so

∇aη
b = 0. It follows that ∇ is flat, compatible with the metrics, and determines standard

of rotation �. For the converse, observe simply that if ∇ is flat and compatible with ta and

hab, then it is spatially flat (so hab must be flat) and there exists, at least locally, a constant

unit timelike vector field ηa, which automatically satisfies ∇aηb = 0.

Finally we establish (4). Suppose ∇ and ∇′, both compatible with ta and hab, determine

the same standard of rotation. It follows that there is some antisymmetric tensor field κab,

such that ∇′ = (∇, hant(bκc)n); and that for any unit timelike vector field ξa, ∇′[aξb] =

∇[aξb] − 2ho[bha]nt(nκm)oξ
m = ∇[aξb] − κab, and so κab = 0. Thus κab = t[aσb], for some

covector σb, and so Ca
bc = σatbtc for some spacelike vector field σa. The final clause of (4)

follows immediately.

We may now define Maxwellian spacetime (or, Newton-Huygens spacetime or Maxwell-

Huygens spacetime) as follows: it is a structure (M, ta, h
ab,�), where M is a smooth manifold

diffeomorphic to R4; ta is a temporal metric on M ; hab is a spatial metric on M ; and � is

a standard of rotation compatible with ta and hab. We further suppose that ta admits an

integral t : M → R (i.e., a smooth field t such that dat = ta) and is surjective and whose

surfaces of constant value are diffeomorphic to R3;14 and that hab, restricted to each of these

14The surjectivity of t captures the idea that time goes on indefinitely in both directions; it is a kind of
completeness for temporal metrics.
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surfaces, is complete.15 Note that on this characterization, no equivalence classes are taken,

and in particular, there is no need to refer to a derivative operator (or anything else not

already definable from the structure mentioned).16

Before proceeding, a remark is in order about just what a standard of rotation, in the

present sense, allows one to do. It is important to the discussions of Newtonian gravita-

tion described above, and especially in the context of “vector relationism” as presented by

Saunders (2013),17 that in Maxwellian spacetime one has a well-defined notion of “rela-

tive acceleration”, which is the rate of change along a timelike curve of a spacelike vector

field representing the instantaneous relative velocity of two particles. If one characterizes

Maxwellian spacetime using an equivalence class of derivative operators, one can define this

rate of change using any of the derivative operators in the equivalence class and then show

that the resulting quantity does not depend on the choice. But it turns out that one can

likewise define a notion of the rate of change of a spacelike vector field in a timelike direction

using only the structure of Maxwellian spacetime as we have defined it, without appealing

to a derivative operator.18

In particular, fix a standard of rotation � compatible with temporal and spatial metrics

ta and hab on M , let σa be a spacelike vector field on M , and let ξa be a unit timelike vector

at a point p. We then define ξn4nσ
a, the rate of change of σa at p, in the direction of ξa,

by:

ξn4nσ
a = Lξσa + σn�

nξa − 1

2
σnLξhan. (1)

Here Lξ is the Lie derivative taken with respect to any extension of ξa off of p, and σn is any

15By completeness, here, we mean that the Riemannian metric induced on each of these surfaces is
complete in the standard sense.

16One could equally well begin with a three dimensional affine bundle over R, and then define hab, ta, and
� precisely as above.

17The expression “vector relationism” was apparently coined by Wallace (2017), but to describe Saunders’
proposal.

18I am grateful to David Malament for raising this issue.
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covector with the property that hanσn = σa.19 One can then show, by direct computation,

that for any derivative operator ∇ whose standard of rotation agrees with � in the sense

of Prop. 1, we have ξn∇nσ
a = ξn4nσ

a. In this sense, then, one can recover “relative

acceleration” without introducing any structure beyond a standard of rotation.

I have intentionally written Eq. (1) in a suggestive way. Indeed, one could take this

equation to define a new operator 4, which would be a kind of “restricted derivative oper-

ator” acting only on tensor fields with spatial indices. Such an operator might then be used

to develop a dynamical theory of spacelike vector fields.20 Alternatively, one could provide

an abstract definition of 4, strongly analogous to the definition of the standard of rotation

above, and take that operator as a primitive when defining Maxwellian spacetime. Then

Eq. (1) could be used to define a standard of rotation from a restricted derivative opera-

tor, from which one could recover a version of Prop. 1 for restricted derivative operators.

This approach, too, would avoid any reference to equivalence classes of covariant derivative

operators.

We now turn to making the idea of a spatial derivative operator precise. A (torsion-free)

spatial derivative operator on M is a map D from pairs (x, α
a1···an
b1···bm

), where x is an index

distinct from all of a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bm and α
a1···an
b1···bm

is a smooth tensor field on M with only

underlined indices, to smooth tensors Dxα
a1···an
b1···bm

,21 satisfying the following conditions (cf.

Malament, 2012, §1.7):

1. D commutes with addition of smooth tensor fields;

2. D satisfies the Leibniz rule with respect to outer multiplication;

19To get an intuitive handle on this expression, it is useful to think of the rate of change of σa in the
direction of ξa at p as corresponding to the flow of σa along a vector field ξa at p, corrected for the ways in
which ξa is itself changing, in the direction of σa, at p. The first term of Eq. (1) captures the “flow”, while
the other two terms, corresponding to the rotation and expansion of the vector field ξa, describe the change
in ξa in the direction σa.

20 Recall footnote 5.
21Observe that we are requiring that D preserves the underlined character of all indices on α.
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3. D commutes with index substitution and with index contraction;

4. For all smooth scalar fields α, Daα = daα; and

5. If x and y are distinct, then for all smooth scalar fields DxDyα = DyDxα

We then get the following result.

Proposition 2. Let M be a smooth, connected, paracompact, Hausdorff four-manifold, and

let hab be a spatial metric on M compatible with some temporal metric. Then there exists a

unique spatial derivative operator D on M such that Dah
bc = 0.

Proof. First we establish existence. Fix some temporal metric τa compatible with hab. Let

ηa be a smooth vector field on M everywhere satisfying ηaτa = 1. (As noted in the proof

of Prop. 1, such fields always exist.) Now, choose any derivative operator ∇ on M such

that ∇ahbc = 0. (Again, such exist: choose an arbitrary derivative operator ∇̃ and let

∇ = (∇̃, Ca
bc), where Ca

bc = −1
2

(
har∇̃rh

mn − hnr∇̃rh
am − hmr∇̃rh

na
)
ĥbmĥcn. Here, as in

the proof of Prop. 1, ĥab is the spatial projector determined by ηa.) Finally, define D such

that its action, on any scalar field, α, is given by Daα = daα; its action on any spacelike

vector field ξa, is given by Dnξ
a = ĥnmĥ

a
x∇mξx; its action on any spatial covector field λa

is ĥnmĥ
a
x∇mhxyλy; and its action on arbitrary spatial tensor fields is determined similarly.

Then D inherits from ∇ all of the properties necessary to be a spatial derivative operator;

and Dah
bc = ĥnmĥ

a
xĥ

b
y∇mhxy = 0.

Now we establish uniqueness. First, I claim that given any two spatial derivative op-

erators D and D′, there exists a (unique) smooth spatial tensor field Ca
bc, symmetric in b

and c, such that for any smooth spatial vector field ξa, (Dn −D′n)ξa = −Ca
nmξ

m, and for

any smooth spatial covector field λa, (Dn −D′n)λa = Cm
naλm. (The argument for this fol-

lows standard arguments for similar results very closely, and is suppressed; see for instance

(Malament, 2012, Prop. 1.7.3).) Now suppose that Dah
bc = D′ah

bc = 0. It follows that
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Dnĥab = D′nĥab = 0, since 0 = Dnδ
a
b = Dn(hamĥmb) = hamDnĥmb. (Here δab is the index

substitution operator for spacelike vectors; that habĥbc = δac follows from the definition of

ĥab and the fact that ta = 0.) But since ham is invertible on spatial vectors, this can vanish

only if Dnĥmb = 0. Likewise for D′. (Observe that this holds for any field ĥab determined by

a timelike vector field ηa as above.) So we have (Dn −D′n)ĥab = Cm
naĥmb + Cm

nbĥma = 0.

But then it also holds that Cm
bnĥma + Cm

baĥmn = 0 and Cm
abĥmn + Cm

anĥmb = 0. Now

subtracting the second two equations from the first yields that Cm
baĥmn = 0, which can

hold only if Ca
bc = 0. It follows that D and D′ agree on all smooth spatial tensor fields.
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